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The Horsehead in Orion, imaged 2021-01-09 by Tom Owen at Pigeon Lake. Takahashi FS 102 refractor at F8, with QSI 683 CCD
Camera. It was shot using Ha, Red, Blue and Green filters. Then 66 minutes of Ha was added to 40 minutes of Red, and the result
combined with 36 minutes in each of Green and Blue. Total exposure just under 3 hours. Stacked and aligned with Deep Sky Stacker,
processed with StarTools.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http  s  ://edmontonrasc.com/contact  

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http  s  ://edmontonrasc.com  
788, 10301 104 St. http  s  ://www.facebook.com  
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http  s  ://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc  

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249 https://groups.io/g/astro

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Please include STARDUST or RASC in the subject so
your email doesn’t end up in the spam bin. Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday before the monthly meeting; see following
page for dates. Any standard document file type is acceptable (MSOffice, OpenOffice, LibreOffice, et al.) but plain text is preferred.
Do not layout and format your article. Your labour will only be discarded. Submit clearly identified images/graphics as separate
files, do not embed them in the document; indicate captions and references to them within the text. Do not consider your article
successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines – see https://edmontonrasc.com/meetings/ for details

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in T  ELUS   World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.  

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170 
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions
To subscribe, visit https://groups.io/g/astro

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 5-003 of the CCIS  *   Building   on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

ALL PUBLIC MEETINGS ARE 

CANCELLED

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

* Indicates date bumped because of statutory holiday
AI = Astroimaging Community Café
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President’s Report by Tom Owen

The Edmonton Centre of  the Royal  Astronomical  Society
was founded in 1932, and its ongoing mission is well expressed
in the Mission Statement of the Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada: 

To enhance understanding of and inspire curiosity about the
Universe,  through public  outreach,  education and support  for
astronomical research.

Both  Edmonton  and  indeed  the  Universe  have  greatly
increased in size since 1932. So has our membership: despite (or
perhaps because of) the pandemic, our membership now stands at
340 - a 10% increase over this time last year.

I assume the majority of our members joined for the same
reasons I joined, first at age 12, for a couple of years, and then
again many years later: to satisfy a lifelong curiosity about the
Universe, and accelerate my understanding of it.

But something happened after I enrolled the second time - I

got to know wonderful people, count them as friends, and join
with them in volunteering for public outreach and other events.

And  now  it  is  my  honour  to  serve  the  membership  as
President for the next two years.

My  thanks  to  Geoff  Robertson,  our  immediate  past
President,  for  so  capably  steering  the  club  through  this  last
tumultuous year,  and for his help in getting me started in this
role.  Thanks also to past Presidents Sharon Morsink and Luca
Vanzella for their assistance as well.

And thank you to all Council members, past and present, for
volunteering so much of your time and your wisdom to fulfil the
governance duties of the Centre.

I have a feeling it’s going to be a great year.

Clear skies!

Observing and Wondering About AR Cas - a Multiple Star System by Luca Vanzella

One of my current  observing projects is  the Astronomical
League's Multiple Star Observing Program (ALMSOP) [1]. The
ALMSOP focuses on systems that "include three or more stars
that appear from Earth to be close to one another in the sky."
Many systems in the list may be optical multiple stars (i.e., stars
that appear close to each other when viewed from Earth but in
reality  are  not  close  to  each  other)  while  others  are  physical
multiple star systems (i.e., stars that are actually gravitationally

bound to each other). It is left as an exercise for the observer to
determine the type of multiple star system they are observing. A
case in point is the system AR Cassiopeiae (AR Cas) which I
observed and read about in January 2021.

For AR Cas, the ALMSOP lists six stars to observe in five
pairs:

Pair m1   m2   Sep   PA
AB  4.8  9.3   0.8  356
AC  4.8  7.2  75.7  269
AE  4.8 11.2  39.9  117
AF  4.8 10.5  67.2  338
CD  7.2  9.0   1.3  213

Table 1: The ALMSOP pairs for AR Cas. m1,m2 are magnitudes. Sep is separation in arcseconds. PA is position angle in degrees.

On 2021 Jan 7, I observed AR Cas with my 30cm Dobsonian telescope at 150x and 333x. I observed the five ALMSOP pairs:

Pair  Comments
AB    Single star (not surprising given the separation of 0.8").
AC    Easy wide pair.
AE    Fairly easy wide pair (but E only with averted vision).
AF    Easy wide pair (note: F is itself a tight double).
CD    Single star (also not surprising given the separation of 1.3").
      There is a faint star near C not listed in the ALMSOP.

Table 2: 2021 Jan 7 observation of AR Cas.

Most systems in the ALMSOP have four stars in three pairs,
but a number of systems have additional pairs, including AR Cas
which  has  among  the  highest  number  of  stars  listed.  As  I
observed AR Cas, I  noticed that Sky Safari  (the app I use for
planning, charting and logging my observations), lists ten stars in
eleven  pairs,  several  more  than  listed  in  the  ALMSOP.  I
wondered,  what's  going on here?  Given the higher number of
stars listed in Sky Safari, I also wondered what type of multiple
star  system  was  I  observing  (optical,  physical,  or  some

combination)?

To answer these questions, I consulted one of the resources
mentioned in the notes for the ALMSOP - the web site Stelle
Doppie [2] which provides a search engine to the Washington
Double Star catalog (WDS), the main catalog for these kinds of
objects [3]. The WDS is "intended to contain all known visual
double stars for which at least one differential measure has been
published". The WDS groups sets of stellar pairs near each other
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in the sky that have been measured with a variety of techniques
into  "systems".  The  term  "system"  here  does  not  necessarily
mean a set of stars that are all physically related but rather a set
of  stellar  pairs  that  have  been  measured  -  both physical  pairs
(binary  stars)  and  optical  pairs  (double  stars).  Why  the  WDS
catalogs both physical pairs and optical pairs is well explained in
[4].  In  a  given WDS system, the  number  of  stars  that  are  all
physically  related  to  each  other,  i.e.,  the  "multiplicity"  of  the
system, is a matter of interpretation [16].

Below are the stellar pairs for AR Cas (grouped under the
WDS identifier 23300+5833) listed by Stelle Doppie. The first
four columns show data straight out of the WDS, while the last
column  describes  the  nature  of  each  pair,  as  determined  by
Gianluca  Sordiglioni,  the  curator  of  Stelle  Doppie,  using  an
"algorithm based on escape velocity and Reduced Proper Motion
(rPM), which uses Hipparcos parallax data to estimate duplicity"
[5].

Pair  m1   m2   Sep   PA  Nature
AB*  4.9  9.3   0.8  356  Uncertain
AC*  4.9  7.2  75.0  269  Physical
AE*  4.9 11.3  39.9  117  Not physical
AF*  4.9 10.6  67.2  338  Not physical
AG   4.9 11.1  66.9  347  Uncertain
AI   4.9  9.9 231.5  207  Physical
CD*  7.2  9.1   1.3  213  Uncertain
CH   7.2 13.0  26.9  337  Physical
CI   7.2  9.9 205.9  189  Physical
FG  10.6 11.1  10.8   73  Physical
Iab 10.4 10.8   0.3  287  Uncertain

* This pair is listed in ALMSOP.

Table 3: The Stelle Doppie pairs for AR Cas.

The answer to first my question is now revealed: The stellar
pairs listed in Sky Safari are the same as those listed in Stelle
Doppie.  This  makes  sense  because  Stelle  Doppie  is  a  search
engine to the WDS and Sky Safari's principal catalog for double
stars is also the WDS.

Stelle  Doppie describes  AR Cas as  a  "Decuple  system,  4
couples separable,  9 visible stars in this system." Although the
term "decuple" means a tuple of 10, it does not mean that AR
Cas  is  a  physical  multiple  star  system of  multiplicity  10  -  it
simply  means  there  are  10  stars  under  the  WDS  identifier
23300+5833. By their connections,  the physical  pairs  AC, AI,
CH, CI might suggest that AR Cas has a multiplicity of at least 4.
The  natures  of  the  other  pairs  might  or  might  not  suggest
anything about the multiplicity. Sordiglioni says a deeper study
needs to be performed to state the multiplicity and reminds the
user of Stelle Doppie that it's for amateur astronomers to help
observations  and  measurements,  and  there  is  no  guarantee  of
correctness of information beyond WDS data [5].

My initial  reaction was that  I  had observed  a subset  of  a
multiple  star  system.  But  which  stars  constitute  the  physical
system?  And  what  is  the  multiplicity?  The  WDS  and  Stelle
Doppie don't say, but there appear to be some physical doubles.
And what of the pairs in the ALMSOP entry for AR Cas? Only
one is designated as a physical pair. Also, the tight FG double I
had noticed on 7 Jan is not listed in the ALMSOP but is listed in
Stelle Doppie as a physical double. To quote a saying from the
nineteen sixties: "There's somethin' happenin' here, but what it is
ain't exactly clear."

I had an opportunity to observe AR Cas again, but this time
with two additional tools. I configured Sky Safari to display the
cardinal  points on relative to the north celestial  pole to aid in
determining Position Angle (PA) - see  Figure 1  (next page). I
used Stelle Doppie's "virtual eyepiece view" function to generate
a chart for AR Cas to aid in confirming components - see Figure
2 (next page).

On 2021 Jan 9, I again observed AR Cas with my 30cm Dobsonian telescope at 150x and 333x. I observed eight of the eleven Stelle 
Doppie pairs:

Pair  Comments
AB    Single star.
AC    Easy wide pair.
AE    Fairly easy wide pair (but this time E is easy).
AF,AG Easy wide pairs.
CD    Single star.
CH    Fairly easy wide pair (H is the faint star near C noted on 7 Jan.)
FG    Easy tight pair.

Table 4: 2021 Jan 9 observation of AR Cas.

AI, CI, and Iab were not observed since I was looking at the
wrong  star  for  I  (despite  the  additional  tools).  Even  if  I  had
located I,  it  would have undoubtedly looked like a  single star

given the separation of 0.3". Curiously though, the Stelle Doppie
chart shows Ib about 50" away from I (Sordiglioni says it's an
error that will get fixed [5]).
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Figure 1 AR Cas Sky Safari chart

Figure 2 AR Cas Stelle Doppie chart
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As I observed AR Cas, again the question came to mind:
What is the multiplicity of this star system? I decided to google
"AR Cas" and among the top results I found a Wikipedia article
specific to AR Cas [6] and an Astronomy StackExchange answer
to  a  question  about  the  orbits  of  AR  Cas  [7].  These  articles
answer the second question as follows.

AR Cas is  one of  only two known septenary  (seven-star)
physical multiple star systems (the other being Nu Scorpii). Star
systems of higher multiplicity are not known but are thought to
be  uncommon because  they  are  less  stable  than  their  simpler
counterparts  and  likely  decay  into  smaller  systems.  AR  Cas
consists of three main sub-systems:

• AB is a trinary star: Aa,b (an Algol-type eclipsing binary) with an orbital period of about 6 days and B (an A-type main-
sequence star) orbiting A every 545 years.

• CD is a (A type) binary star with an orbital period of 2,200 years, that orbits AB every 438,000 years.
• FG is a (F type) binary star with an orbital period of 58,000 years, that orbits AB every 381,000 years.

The  search  results  reference  the  Multiple  Star  Catalog
(MSC) by Andrei Tokovinin [8]. The MSC is a catalog of about
2000  physical  multiple  star  systems  with  three  to  seven
components.  Multiple  star  systems  are  divided  into  two  main
classes.  The  great  majority  of  systems  are  "hierarchies"
consisting of nested orbits of binaries with stable orbits (e.g., a
wide  binary  containing  two  closer  binaries).  A  minority  of

systems  are  "trapezia"  which  have  no  standard  hierarchical
arrangements  and  the  stars  compete  for  stable  orbits  in  a
relationship called interplay. Trapezia are expected to be young
and to eventually break up as a result of gravitational interaction,
and  presumably  this  is  why  they  are  rare  [11].  The  MSC
classifies AR Cas as a trapezium. Here is the component listing
for AR Cas in the MSC [9]:

Prm  Sec  Pnt   m1   m2   Sep   PA  Period
AB   FG   t *  4.9 11.1  67.2  338  381 k
AB   CD   t *  4.9  7.1  76.1  269  438 k
F    G    FG  11.1 11.1  10.8   73   58 k
C    D    CD*  8.2  9.8   1.3  213    2 k
A    B    AB*  4.9  9.3   0.8  356  545 y
Aa   Ab   A    5.0  7.4   0.7m   ?    6 d

* This pair is listed in ALMSOP.

Table  5:  MSC Component  Listing  for  AR Cas  [9].  Prm and Sec  are  primary  and secondary  components.  Pnt  is  the  "parent"
component  that  establishes  the  hierarchy  (*  for  the  root  or  upper-level,  t  for  trapezia  systems).  Sep  is  in  arcseconds  or
milliarcseconds (m), PA is in degrees. Periods are in kiloyears (k), years (y) and days (d).

The  essential  difference  between  the  WDS  and  MSC
descriptions of AR Cas is that  components  E and Iab are  not
listed in the MSC. Parallax and proper motion data in Table 6
suggests  why:  Component  E  is  much  further  away  and  has

substantially different proper motion. Although being a Burnham
double star BU 1149, there is no parallax data for component Iab
(even in the latest Gaia data release) and the proper motion is
again substantially different from the other components.

Cmp Identifier        PLX     Dist  PM      PMra     PMdec
AB  HD 221253         4.8857  205   18.498  17.957   4.441
C   HD 221237A        4.7329  211   18.898  18.797   1.953
D   HD 221237B        4.6458  225   20.514  20.435   1.802
E   HJ 1888E          1.5551  643    8.397  -8.354   0.849
F   HJ 1888F          4.7301  211   20.327  20.240   1.884
G   HJ 1888G          4.7539  210   20.554  20.452   2.050
H   UCAC4 743-089674  4.9097  204   20.459  20.340   2.211
I   BU 1149 aka       No data from Gaia EDR3 [19], but 
    TYC 4011-0149-1   Hipparcos/Tycho has some data:
                      -0.1                  54.2   -15.5

Table 6: Parallax and Proper Motion Data for AR Cas [19].
Cmp is component star.
PLX is parallax in milliarcseconds.
Dist is distance from Earth in parsecs.
PM is proper motion in milliarcseconds/year.
PMra, PMdec are proper motions in Right Ascension, Declination.

The  data  in  Table  6  can  be  found  by  anyone  using  the
interactive tools Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg

(CDS) [19]: SIMBAD clickable map (Figure 3, following pages)
and Aladin Lite viewer (Figure 4, following pages).
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Figure 3 AR Cas SIMBAD clickable map.
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Figure 4 AR Cas Aladin view.

From a visual observing perspective, the ALMSOP description of AR Cas could be revised to focus on the physical aspects of the 
system. Comparing the ALMSOP pairs to the MSC:

• Since E is not included in the MSC, pair AE could be dropped from the ALMSOP.
• Since F and G are listed as physically related in the MSC, pair FG could be added to the ALMSOP. From a visual observing 

standpoint, FG is more interesting than AE (FG is an easily resolvable, tight binary whereas AE is an optical double).
• If pair FG is added to the ALMSOP, then AF could be re-labelled as A-FG.
• Since C and D are listed as physically related in the MSC, CD could be re-labelled as A-CD in the ALMSOP.

Here is what a revised listing for AR Cas would look like:

Pair   m1   m2   Sep   PA
AB    4.8  9.3   0.8  356
A-CD  4.8  7.2  75.7  269
A-FG  4.8 11.2  67.2  338
FG   10.6 11.1  10.8   73
CD    7.2  9.0   1.3  213

Table 7: A suggested revision to the ALMSOP pairs for AR Cas.

If these changes were made to the ALMSOP, then the entry
for AR Cas would be consistent with the MSC and the curious
observer would find that they have been introduced to not only a
physical multiple star system, but also a star system unusual in
two ways: it is one of only a few known septenary systems and it
is a trapezium system.

One of only "a few known" and not "two known"? Things
change as new observations are published and as catalogs like the
MSC are revised.

The original MSC, published in 1997, contains data on 612
physical multiple star systems with 3 to 7 component stars [10].
The MSC was revised in 1999 with data on 728 systems, with

two systems listed has having a multiplicity of 7 stars: AR Cas
and NU Sco [11]. The MSC was revised again in 2018 with data
on about 2000 physical multiple star systems [12], but now with
three  systems  listed  has  having  a  multiplicity  of  7  stars:  two
hierarchies (65 UMa, Nu Sco) and one trapezium (AR Cas) [13].

There is an issue of uncertainty as Tokovinin put it to me
[14]: "The major problem that you touch upon is the uncertainty:
is  a  given  multi-component  hierarchical  system  indeed
hierarchical  and relatively stable,  is it  a small  cluster that will
disperse soon, or is it unbound (already dispersed)?" Additional
data can mean changes in the catalog, as Tokovinin also said that
in the latest but yet published (at the time of this writing) revision
of the MSC, there are five systems with multiplicity 7 and one
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with multiplicity 8.

There  are  also  issues  of  nomenclature  and  classification.
Over  the  centuries,  different  techniques  for  discovering  or
analyzing  double  stars  have  resulted  in  multiple  designations
(names)  in  the  literature.  Another  problem  is  "component
confusion" due to practitioners of different observing techniques
using different designation schemes for identifying the primary,
secondary, etc components of a multiple star [15].

There is also the nature of the WDS catalog. The WDS is the
principal database of astrometric double and multiple star data
for the astronomical community [3]. The WDS is "system-based"
rather than "object-based" in that it groups together stellar pairs
near  each  other  that  have  been  measured  with  a  variety  of
techniques.  According  to  the  curators  of  the  WDS,  William
Hartkopf and Brian Mason, it is "the observer's common sense
[that] usually implies the system hierarchy." [16]

Hartkopf  and  Mason  have  been  considering  these  issues
since  1999.  They  have  proposed  and  are  developing  the
Washington Multiplicity Catalog (WMC) - "an IAU sanctioned
method for finding binaries and physical multiples from the vast
number of catalogs that contain doubles" [4]. The WMC project
is  an  effort  to  address  the  often  conflicting  nomenclature
schemes used by astronomers in different fields of double and
multiple star research by compiling a catalog of all known binary
and  multiple  systems  then  assigning  a  consistent  designation

scheme to each component. Whereas the WDS is a catalog of all
recorded stellar pairs, the WMC aims to clearly identify multiple
star  systems  by  recording  the  parent  component  and  the
physicality for each pair [15]. As of this writing, the WMC is not
published on the USNO website [17], but when it is, it should be
the definitive catalog for multiple star systems.

A  further  question  of  classification  is  where  is  the  line
between multiple star systems and clusters/groups/associations or
stars? (Or galaxies for that matter!) Paraphrasing the answer to
the most frequently asked question in the WDS FAQ [18]: "What
is the difference between complex multiple systems and sparse
clusters?":  The difference  between the  two can be  fuzzy.  The
largest number of components (N = 7) where physicality seems
reliable for all is WDS11551+4629 [65 UMa]. Systems with N >
7  and  mean  separation  more  than  20,000  AU  are  considered
clusters/groups/associations and not multiple systems.

It appears that AR Cas is on the cusp between "multiple star
system" and "sparse open cluster". The curator of Stelle Doppie
leans toward "small cluster" [5] and the MSC notes say "young
cluster?" [9].  The separations in space of the three close pairs
AB, CD, FG are 152, 200, 287 AU (according to Sky Safari), in
keeping with the WDS definition of multiple system. But if the
separations A-CD and A-FG in space are as comparable as they
are in projection on the sky, the system is likely not hierarchical
and will probably evolve, ejecting some stars [14]

Popular Science/Culture Aside

My google search for "AR Cas" also returned two popular
science articles, one by Phil Plait [20] and one by Ethan Siegel

[21], about whether an octonary star system, as postulated by the
Star Trek: Picard episode "Broken Pieces", could exist.
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    http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-basic?Ident=AR+cas&submit=SIMBAD+search

    Aladin Lite plot
    http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/?target=V*%20AR%20Cas&fov=0.19616088881452917&survey=P%2fDSS2%2fcolor

    SIMBAD clickable map
    http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-plot?
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[20] https://www.syfy.com/syfywire/octonary-stars-and-broken-pieces-can-the-eight-star-system-from-star-trek-picard-actually

[21] https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2020/03/19/is-star-trek-picards-hypothesized-octuple-star-system-really-possible/?
sh=730da6091896
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